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 Note, this book is four years out of date; there were a few design and other changes in the years since this book was published.
In any case, it's an amazing instrument and worth every dime. I would love to see what you could do with an FX4. I have an FN-
Browning trombone I'd like to date. The serial number is 142,XXX. According to the Homer Tyler book, it was made between
1966 and . Note, this book is four years out of date; there were a few design and other changes in the years since this book was
published. In any case, it's an amazing instrument and worth every dime. I agree with Jerry and Phil about either the H44 or the
F43. If you get them in the same configuration, with a 4th slide that's "kick-off", it's a wonderful instrument. I got my H43 in
around 1970, and it is still an amazing instrument. I think I paid around $600 for it. If you don't have an FX4, you should get a

H43 and a 4th slide, and a maple tube winder. Hey Dave, I really enjoyed your post, I am trying to find a way to buy one of
those horns I think they are amazing I am told that is why I want one but I can't afford one. Someone told me that there was a

guy who gave one away for free he said that he only has one he would give it to a good musician. I believe it is on or about here
www.thehornwizard.com is it true? It would be cool. In most of the cases where Dave recommends a Horn Wizard for a F24 or

H45, he is talking about a dealer that he has purchased horns from. He is not suggesting that he thinks that the tools and the
services they provide are the best in the world. There are other options. If you contact him, he would be happy to recommend
some of the other dealers that he recommends. Hey Dave, I am not sure what kind of wood the neck on my H45 was made out
of. In any case, it's a wonderful instrument and I love it. I never use the 4th slide, but it's fun to play with and the tone is great.
Dave, I bought my H45 from Tim Dunn in Memphis in 2006. He is a great man and a good guitar player and he 82157476af
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